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Dear WND Subscriber:
Thank you for your continued support of WND.com. WND occasionally sends emails like this one to
introduce major advertisers to our loyal readers. Please take a few moments to consider their message.
Thank you again, from the team at WND.com!

Patriot,
My name is Laura Loomer.
For the past several years, I've worked to expose
Ilhan Omar and the "Muslim Caucus" that now exists
in Washington.
Because of my work, I've been banned on every
major social media platform, I've been banned from
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PayPal and Venmo, and I can't even use Uber or Lyft because those companies caved to the Muslim Lobby
and banned me.
Facebook banned me alongside Louis Farrakhan, calling me "Dangerous".
What did I do?
I posted a tweet calling Ilhan Omar "anti-Jewish".
And now the world knows that she is a Jew Hater.
She is also anti-Christian and works to inject her archaic, religious beliefs into our public policies while
openly backing terrorist groups.
Ilhan's goal, and the goals of her buddies in Congress — Ocasio Cortez and Rashida Tlaib — is nothing
more than a plan to undermine democracy and give rise to a socialist nation.
And make no mistake about it: Islam and Socialism go together like peas and carrots.
It's all about limiting freedom and giving more power to the state.
But we have a chance to stop Ilhan Omar right now and put them all on notice.
Take a minute right now and complete this form to report Ilhan Omar for Immigration Fraud.

How did Omar commit Immigration Fraud?
She married her own brother!
I can't make this up.
You see, Omar is an immigrant from Somalia that came to America legally during the Somali Civil War.
Her brother didn't make the cut so Omar legally married him to give him a shortcut to citizenship and get him
into an American university.
U.S. law forbids people to "enter into a marriage for the purpose of evading the immigration laws."
The penalty for violating this law is imprisonment for up to five years or a fine not more than $250,000 or
both.
Report Ilhan Omar now!
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Now Ilhan could argue that she was deeply in love with her own brother and that's why she married him . . .
but as sick as that might be, it's not true.
Omar was living with her now current, non-related, husband while she was still married to her own brother.
Omar didn't get a legal divorce until her fraudulent marriage was exposed — then she used campaign
funds to pay an attorney to finalize the divorce!
Use this form to report Omar for Immigration Fraud, and let the courts decide her fate.

I have spent years investigating Omar at a tremendous personal and financial cost.
So after you fill out the form to report Omar, please consider contributing to my work so I can keep
going.
I don't have a large staff — I don't even own a car because I travel too much — so your contribution will be
respected and used wisely to fund my journalism and future investigations.
But right now, please fill out this form and report Ilhan Omar for Immigration Fraud.
The liberal media and powerful Muslim lobbying groups have created a ring of protection around Omar and
her clan.
Even House Speaker Nancy Pelosi couldn't officially condemn Omar's clear anti-Jewish statements because
Omar has become too powerful.
But she IS NOT above the law.
Report her now.
Thanks so much for taking the time to read this email and take action.
Respectfully,

Laura Loomer
The Loomer Project
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P.S. Omar, Tlaib and Ocasio-Cortez have officially formed a "Muslim Caucus" in Congress. No Jewish or
Christian Caucuses exist in Congress, but now we have a Muslim Caucus to influence public policy.
Support my work to help me expose and investigate these people before it's too late.
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